Final Project: Write-up and Presentation

For the final project, you will need to give a five minute presentation on your project and give a demo in class on Thursday, 13 May. The write up of your project is due on Friday, 14 May.

Presentation: Your talk should give a brief description of what you were trying to do, how to tried to do it, and what your results were. If you want to do a Powerpoint presentation, please bring your slides on a disk or memory stick so that they can be loaded onto my computer (it will be faster to do presentations if we don’t need to switch computers).

Write-up: For your write-up, you should introduce the problem you were trying to solve. Then discuss your approach (citing any papers or web sites that you modeled your work after, if applicable). Use pseudocode to explain any algorithms you used. Then present your results, including saved images if appropriate for your project. In an appendix to the report, include your code for the project.